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Erin Owen

Sample Keynote & Workshop Titles:
• 5 Keys to Deeply Connecting with Your Customers to Increase Sales and Improve Customer Service

• How to Work Smarter in Less Time Using 3 Key Time
Management Strategies

• The Power Of Yin & Yang for Reducing Overwhelm
and Boosting Productivity

• Discover Your Purpose and How to Align Your Life
with your Big "Why"

Erin is the author of:

Refuel, Recharge, and Re-energize:  
Your Guide to Taking Back Control of Your 
Time and Energy

Boost Your Performance In and Out of the Office 
with Eastern Inspired  Clutter-Clearing Secrets
including a Workbook, Quick Guide and Audio Recorded Lessons

What people say after working with Erin:

“I have found my place in the world, am more clear & focused, and unplug from my 
work-life with ease.” 

– Irma Jennings, Former Wall Street Executive 

and Current Founder: Food for Healthy Bones  

Erin’s offerings provide a “terrific synthesis of useful knowledge for anyone trying to make progress 
towards taking back control of their life that has gotten out of hand with too many commitments to 
meet, places to be, and things we think we ‘should’ do.” 

– Jami Oxton, Senior Director, UnitedHealthcare  

For more about Erin Owen, visit www.ErinOwen.com or contact her 
directly at  215-771-8968 or Connect@ErinOwen.com

Need to get back in control of your time and energy? 
Erin Owen, MBA, is the go-to resource for successful, high-performing professionals   and entrepreneurs 

who want to radically transform their work performance, and experience more  meaning in their personal lives.

An author, speaker and leadership coach, Erin combines practical  strategies, Eastern-inspired wisdom
and two decades of experience to transform her clients’ lives, so they can create breakthrough results. 

Erin inspires, energizes and educates her audiences to:

• Shift from a state of overwhelm and “too much” to a new energized way of living and working
• Powerfully harmonize work and life to move beyond “just balance”
• Create meaningful connection with key people at work and at home to cultivate creativity

and reignite passion
• Revolutionize work performance so “time off” can be a joy

• The Empowered, Conscious Leader
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